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General Guidelines
• Your cover letter is your chance to 1) tell your
story, and 2) show the company how your
personal values align with theirs.
• How to tell your story: in a few sentences in the
second paragraph, sum up your relevant
experience by explaining how it relates to the
company and the job description (“My experience
in XYZ Lab provided me with excellent team
collaboration skills in order to [insert job
function].”). The more unique your story and skills
are, the better.
• How to show the company how your personal
values align with theirs: Research the company’s
values and describe how they fit your own values.
(“As a volunteer at XYZ Hospital, I learned through
caring for Patient X just how much the patient
experience matters. I am therefore confident that I
can also elevate the patient experience as [insert
position title].”)

Format
•

Use business letter format, block style, with everything beginning at
the left margin (do not indent).

•

Use 1.0 inch margins, size 11 font and the same font that you wrote
your resume in (easy-to-read font)

•

Include your name and contact information at the top in the exact
same way you did on your resume (name, address, phone, email,
LinkedIn)

•

Include a horizontal line underneath your contact information

•

After the horizontal line, include the date fully right-aligned: October
16, 2020 (do not abbreviate the month or write it as a number)

•

The salutation must be formal (Dear Ms. Hoon:). If you do not know
the hiring manager’s name or their preferred gender identification,
write Dear Hiring Manager:

•

Your cover letter will have four paragraphs. Content is explained in the
next slides.

•

Close your cover letter by writing the word Sincerely, followed by a
comma. Then hit Enter four times and type your first and last name.

•

Follow the sample cover letter on the first slide of this presentation for
correct formatting.

First Paragraph
• The first sentence needs to include: your
enthusiasm for applying to the position, the
position you are applying to, the company you
are applying to and how you found out about
the position. Example: I’m thrilled to have the
opportunity to apply to the Lab Assistant
position at Thermo Fisher Scientific that I
learned about through Handshake.
• If you’ve spoken with a recruiter or anyone at
the company, include that in the first
paragraph. See sample cover letter on the
first slide of this presentation as an example.
• State in a very concise, thesis-style way why
you think your education and experience
make you an excellent candidate for the
position.

Second and Third Paragraphs
• Tie your qualifications to what you know
about the position or organization. Focus
on your skills, education, and experience
from your resume. Emphasize your
strongest attributes that relate to the
position. If you have any directly related
experience or education, summarize it
here so that the reader can be looking for
it in your resume.
• Explain why you are interested in this
role.
• Make sure you explain why your values
are aligned with the company’s mission
and values.
• Review sample cover letter on the first
slide of this presentation as an example.

Closing/Fourth Paragraph
Thank the hiring manager
Restate why you’d like to be hired
Welcome an interview
Do not include your contact
information – they already have it in
your resume
• Example: Thank you for your time and
consideration. I strongly believe that
my experience in [list overview of
experience] make me an excellent
candidate for [position title]. I look
forward to the chance to interview
with you and your company.
•
•
•
•

Signature
• Write the word Sincerely,
followed by a comma. Hit enter
four times, then type your first
and last name:
Sincerely,

Melissa Hoon

Copy Editing
• Proof-read your cover letter very carefully to check for spelling,
grammar and punctuation errors
• Read your cover letter out loud to make sure everything is written
properly
• Have someone else review your cover letter for spelling, grammar,
punctuation and formatting
• Review these slides and samples of each section as examples to see
how things need to be formatted and written

Cover Letter Review
• Once you write, format and thoroughly copy edit your cover letter
according to all guidelines in this presentation, you may email it to
Melissa Hoon at mhoon@ucsd.edu to review (send as a pdf).
• Alternatively, you can schedule an appointment through Handshake
with a career coach at the UC San Diego Career Center.

